Abstract-Region-based functionality offered by the MPEG-4 video compression standard is also appealing for still images, for example to permit object-based queries of a still-image database. A popular method for still-image compression is fractal coding. However, traditional fractal image coding uses rectangular range and domain blocks. Although new schemes have been proposed that merge small blocks into irregular shapes, the merging process does not, in general, produce semantically-meaningful regions. We propose a new approach to fractal image coding that permits region-based functionalities; images are coded region by region according to a previously-computed segmentation map. We use rectangular range and domain blocks, but divide boundary blocks into segments belonging to different regions. Since this prevents the use of standard dissimilarity measure, we propose a new measure adapted to segment shape. We propose two approaches: one in the spatial and one in the transform domain. While providing additional functionality, the proposed methods perform similarly to other tested methods in terms of PSNR but often result in images that are subjectively better. Due to the limited domain-block codebook size, the new methods are faster than other fractal coding methods tested. The results are very encouraging and show the potential of this approach for various internet and still-image database applications.
based image coding methods that form an alternative to standard, block-based coding; instead of block-by-block treatment, an image is compressed and transmitted/stored region by region. The decoder is capable of receiving and interpreting each region's data (e.g., shape and texture) regardless of whether other regions are transmitted or not. Such an approach has two benefits. First, it permits new functionalities at the receiver, such as advanced object-based queries, selective region transmission (e.g., most interesting regions first), or object replacement. Some of such operations are possible in a block-based system if image segmentation is performed at the decoder. The advantage of region-based coding is that the segmentation is performed either at or prior to the encoding, where computing resources are often more abundant. Secondly, for a given rate, region-based coding often achieves better image quality than standard coding since region boundaries usually coincide with intensity edges that are difficult to encode.
A popular method for still-image compression is fractal coding. Traditional fractal image coding is essentially block-based [2] ; the image domain is decomposed into square range and domain blocks and a contraction mapping is found that best maps domain blocks into range blocks [3] . This contraction mapping defines a fractal code of the image. Similar principle can be applied in the spectral domain, for example by means of the discrete cosine transform (DCT) applied to each range and domain block prior to finding the contraction mapping [4] , [5] . Other hybrid schemes using wavelets have been recently proposed as well [6] , [7] , [8] , [9] . Attempts have also been made to extend fractal coding beyond uniform square blocks in order to adapt the coding to local image characteristics and consequently increase coding performance. This has lead to either square or rectangular non-uniform partition schemes such as quadtree [10] , [11] and horizontal-vertical partitioning [12] ; the usual coarse-to-fine approach starts from a maximum-size range block and performs recursive partitioning of blocks according to a quality metric. In fine-to-coarse quadtree partitioning [13] small blocks are merged into larger blocks within a quadtree. Alternatively, neighboring range blocks can be merged without the quadtree restriction; rightangled irregularly-shaped (IS) range blocks result [14] , [15] , [16] , [17] , [18] . Although the range, and consequently domain blocks, can take on a variety of shapes, this method creates partitions based on thresholding a simple local metric and cannot, in general, produce semantically-meaningful regions. In this sense, the method is texture-adaptive rather then region-based; semantically-meaningful regions are neither encoded nor transmitted independently of each other.
In this paper, we explore fractal image coding in the context of region-based functionality. We propose two region-based fractal coding schemes implemented in spatial and transform domains, respectively. In both approaches regions are defined by a prior segmentation map, and are fractal-encoded independently of each other. A new dissimilarity measure is proposed that is limited to single-region pixels of the range block. Numerous experimental results are shown. In Sections II and III, we introduce the notation and briefly review fractal image coding with regularly-and irregularlyshaped blocks. The proposed spatial-and transform-domain region-based fractal coding methods are described in Sections IV and V, respectively. In Section VI numerous experimental results are shown whereas in Section VII we draw conclusions.
II. FRACTAL IMAGE CODING WITH REGULARLY-SHAPED RANGE AND DOMAIN BLOCKS
Let I(x) be image intensity of a pixel at position x = (x, y), and let {r 1 , . . . , r N } be the set of N non-overlapping range blocks (i.e., collections of pixel coordinates) partitioning the image. Similarly, let {d 1 , . . . , d M } be the set of M , possibly overlapping, domain blocks covering the image. Finally, let
For each range block r i the goal is to find a domain block d j and a contractive mapping w i that jointly minimize a dissimilarity (distortion) criterion ε. The contractive affine mapping w i consists of three sub-mappings:
1. contraction σ(I, x): usually preceded by lowpass antialias filtering; e.g., K-fold contraction with four-neighbor
y∈η(Kx) I(y), where η is the first-order neighborhood (N-E-W-S), 2. photometric transformation to account for different dynamic ranges of pixels in the range and domain blocks: γ(I) = sI + o, where s is a scaling factor (gain) and o is an offset, 3. geometric transformation ξ (inverse mapping: range → domain): ξ(x) = Ax + b, where x ∈ r i , A is a 2×2 matrix and b is a translation vector (this mapping must be 1-to-1 between pixels of the range and domain blocks).
The overall transformation w i that maps a domain-block pixel into the range-block pixel at x is:
where • is the composition operator. The above general expression can be simplified by constraining the transformation A to eight cases: 4 rotations (0 o , 90 o , -90 o , 180 o ) and 4 mirror reflections (mid-horizontal, mid-vertical, first diagonal, second diagonal) [3] , [19] . We denote the set of possible transformations A by {ζ p } 8 p=1 . Furthermore, by expressing b i implicitly as the index of the domain block, i.e., j in d j , we can write w i as follows:
In order to encode range block r i , a search for index j (domain block d j ) and for an isometry ζ p i must be executed, jointly with the computation of photometric parameters s i and o i . This can be performed by minimizing the following mean-squared error
where |r i | = Card(r i ). While the isometry ζ p i and index j (equivalent to translation b) are usually found by exhaustive search, the scaling s i and offset o i are computed as follows
where m ri and m dj are the mean intensity values in the range and domain blocks, respectively. Instead of transmitting the photometric offset o i (in addition to j, ζ p i and s i ), mean value m ri of the range block r i can be transmitted. This permits a precise representation of the mean local intensity but to assure convergence at the decoder, without a constraint on the intensity scaling coefficients [10] , requires a modification of the photometric transformation. This can be considered as orthogonalization with respect to the constant blocks and has been treated in detail in [20] .
In DCT-based methods, first all range and domain blocks are transformed via DCT: I ri = DCT (I ri ) and I dj = DCT (I dj ). Let u = (u, v) be a 2-D frequency of a DCT coefficient and let ζ p i be one of the 8 isometries discussed before but adapted to the DCT coefficient domain [21] , [4] . The contraction mapping σ must be redefined as well to account for properties of the frequency u. Rather than performing spectral subsampling, the mapping σ can be, for example, defined as follows: a K · Q × K ·Q domain block I dj is mapped onto a Q×Q range block I ri while retaining only the low-frequency part of the spectrum of I dj [22] . The local affine transformation w i is then computed by minimizing the following dissimilarity measure
where the summation is performed over all frequencies in the DCT-transformed range block except u = 0. Above, v ri denotes the set of frequencies (after DCT) for block r i ; v ri spatially coincides with r i but its members are discrete frequencies (|v ri | = Card(v ri )). The exclusion of u = 0 is due to the fact that usually the mean intensity of the range block r i (equal to I ri (0)) is transmitted instead of the offset o i . For the simplified transformation (2), the domain-block index j, the isometry ζ p i and the scaling factor s i are found by minimizing ε above. Thus, to encode the block r i , for each combination of j and ζ p i , the scaling factor is computed as follows:
and the best combination of the three parameters is selected, i.e., the one that gives the lowest ε.
III. FRACTAL IMAGE CODING WITH IRREGULARLY-SHAPED RANGE AND DOMAIN BLOCKS
The basic unit on which a typical fractal coder operates is a rectangular block, whether range or domain (Fig. III(a) ). In order to allow operation on non-rectangular range blocks, merging of blocks into composite range blocks has been proposed in the past [23] , [14] . First, one of the range blocks is chosen as a seed and a suitable domain-to-range block transformation is found. Then, four neighboring range blocks nearest from the seed as well as four neighboring domain blocks nearest from the domain of the seed are examined (Fig. III(b) ). The seed transform is extended to cover the seed and one of its neighbors, and a threshold on the dissimilarity measure determines which extensions are acceptable. If a particular extension is accepted, the transformation remains extended and the neighbor block is merged with the seed. The process is recursively applied to all neighbors of the extended seed transformation. When the seed transformation has been enlarged as much as possible then a new seed is used from the next uncoded range block and the process is repeated. The goal is thus to map as large groups of contiguous domain blocks as possible into groups of contiguous range blocks, all with the same transformation (Fig. III(c) ). If the transformation used is an isometry, then the shapes of the range and domain composite blocks are identical. To find optimal transformations (irregularly-shaped range blocks and corresponding transformations) for a given distortion, an exhaustive search of the space of blocks needs to be performed. Since this is hardly practical, suboptimal but computationally-efficient approaches have been proposed, such as heuristic algorithm [14] , evolutionary algorithm [15] , [16] and deterministic search [17] .
Note, that the described method creates image partitioning during encoding and does not use any prior partitioning, unlike in MPEG-4. In this respect, the method is texture-adaptive and not region-based. The computed irregular partitions are not semantically-meaningful, although, coincidentally, some range-block boundaries may coincide with semantic-region boundaries.
IV. REGION-BASED FRACTAL IMAGE CODING IN THE SPATIAL DOMAIN
In a typical fractal image coder (Section II), range blocks are defined independently of image content and may overlap two or more objects (regions) with quite different intensity characteristics (Fig. IV-A) ; the search for a good domain-range correspondence may be difficult. This difficulty is also present, Block with two segments S 1 and S 2 , belonging to different regions, and its decomposition into two blocks with defined pixels (grey), either in S 1 or in S 2 , and undefined pixels in U (white).
although to a lesser degree, in texture-adaptive fractal coding presented in Section III. To alleviate this problem, we propose a new approach to fractal image coding that accounts for prior image segmentation so as to encode regions independently of each other. This allows independent transmission/storage and, therefore, decoding of individual regions, thus permitting new functionalities.
A. Proposed approach
Segmentation map associates a label with each image point; same-label points form a region. We propose to use square range and domain blocks as in the standard case, but to restrict the distortion measure ε (3) to a subset of pixel locations in the range block that are associated with one region only. We call this subset a segment; an example of block with two segments is shown in Fig. IV-A) .
Let S n dj be the n-th segment in the domain block d j (a block may consist of more than 2 segments). Similarly, let S m ri be the m-th segment in the range block r i . Let I dj be a padded (extrapolated) version of I dj defined as follows:
where v is a padding value, typically zero, mean local intensity in S n dj or intensity value at the nearest pixel within S n dj . We define a new distortion measure ε as follows:
where w A proof of convergence of this algorithm has been given by Mansouri [24] and can be found in the Appendix.
B. Choice of search space
The computational complexity of encoding an image using the proposed method is directly related to the size of search space over which the distortion (8) is minimized; the number of permissible domain blocks plays the dominant role. The most demanding case is when each segment of every domain block of the image is considered; the domain-block codebook is built from the whole image. This exhaustive procedure is theoretically optimal but extremely involved computationally. Moreover, it does not allow for independent decoding of regions.
In order to assure region-by-region encoding/decoding both range and domain blocks must be located within the same region R. Therefore, while minimizing the distortion (8), four cases regarding the location of blocks r i and d j with respect to the region R may arise:
1. r i and d j are both interior blocks (int/int), 2. r i and d j are both boundary blocks (bnd/bnd), 3. r i is an interior block whereas d j is a boundary block (int/bnd), 4. r i is a boundary block whereas d j is an interior block (bnd/int).
While in the first case standard full-block search is executed among region's interior blocks (3), in the second case only partial matching is performed using dissimilarity measure (8) as both range and domain blocks are on region's boundary. Clearly, intensity padding, to be further discussed in Section IV-C, is needed when contracted S n dj does not fully enclose S m ri . In the third case, intensity extrapolation (7) of the domain block is always needed since r i is an interior block whereas d j is a boundary block. Although usually a better solution than using intensities from a neighboring region (standard fractal coding), the padding is likely to result in sub-optimal intensities (padding inaccuracy) as compared with domain blocks fullyenclosed in a region. In the fourth case, no padding is needed; r i is a boundary block while d j is an interior block. Although a feasible scenario, this case requires a costly examination of all interior domain blocks for each boundary range block; typically there are many more interior than boundary blocks.
In the most complex scenario that assures region-by-region functionality, a 1+2+3+4 search is performed (all 4 cases considered). We expect that the third (int/bnd) and the fourth (bnd/int) case will contribute little to the PSNR performance of the compression. By skipping the third case, a 1+2+4 search can be performed with the additional benefit of reduced complexity. Similarly, by skipping the fourth case a 1+2+3 search can reduce the complexity by not considering interior domain blocks for each boundary range block. By skipping both cases, a 1+2 search results in additional computational savings by mapping boundary blocks only among themselves and mapping interior blocks onto interior blocks only. A schematic representation of the 1+2 search is shown in Fig. IV-B .
To evaluate the performance/complexity tradeoff with respect to various search scenarios, we have encoded independently the foregrounds and the backgrounds of four MPEG-4 test images (see Section VI for details). We have tested four search scenarios: 1+2+3+4, 1+2+3, 1+2+4 and 1+2, all with LPE padding (Section IV-C), but we are presenting results only for the most (1+2+3+4) and least (1+2) complex cases. Table IV-B shows PSNR, rate per pixel and CPU time (for a 360MHz Ultra-5 Sun workstation) for the foregrounds and backgrounds, respectively, of the four test images. Note the reduction of computation time by 25-51% while suffering only 0.04-0.46dB performance penalty. The complexity and performance of the 1+2+3 and 1+2+4 search scenarios stayed between those of the 1+2+3+4 and 1+2 scenarios. Clearly, the 1+2 search (int/int, bnd/bnd) is attractive computationally while at the same time achieves very good performance. In the remainder of this paper we will use the 1+2 search only.
C. Choice of padding for boundary domain blocks
In the 1+2 search scenario (int/int + bnd/bnd) selected for further experiments, boundary domain blocks need, in general, to be extrapolated (7) . This situation arises when the (contracted) domain-block segment S m dj does not fully enclose the rangeblock segment S m ri under consideration. We examine two padding schemes adopted in MPEG-4: lowpass extrapolation (LPE) padding used in the intra-frame mode and zero-value (ZERO) padding used in the inter-frame mode. In the MPEG-4 LPE padding, the unknown pixels of the domain block (U in Fig. IV-A) are filled with the average value of pixels within the segment S n dj :
and then are lowpass filtered. We do not perform the lowpass filtering explicitly, but we rely on the lowpass properties of the spatial averaging executed within the contraction operator σ. The ZERO padding was proposed in MPEG-4 for zero-mean blocks such as those resulting from inter-frame motion compensation. We examine this padding mode, as a potential alternative to the LPE padding, due to its lower computational complexity.
In Table IV -B the two rightmost columns compare LPE and ZERO padding for the 1+2 search in terms of PSNR, bit rate and CPU time. Note that while a loss of performance (0.01 to 0.57dB) was expected, a minimal reduction in CPU time is a bit surprising; padding seems to contribute minimally to the computational complexity. Since the LPE padding performs better with insignificant CPU penalty, it will be used in the remainder of this paper.
D. Encoding of parameters
The following parameters of each range block segment S , and affine transformation A reduced to 4 rotations and 4 mirror reflections. Since s i and m ri have, in general, non-uniform distributions, entropy coding usually proves beneficial. We chose 5-bit quantization of s i and 7-bit quantization of m ri , reported in the literature to give good performance [10] , followed by Huffman coding. To ensure that both the encoder and the decoder use the same s i and m ri values, we quantize both during the minimization of the dissimilarity measure (3), i.e., prior to each evaluation of ε. We encode the vector b as a relative position of S n dj with respect to S m ri using fixed-length codewords (determined by image size). We use 3-bit codewords for the 8 possible rotations/reflections.
The segmentation maps also need to be transmitted in order that during the decoding suitable segments be cut out from the domain blocks and mapping w m i be properly applied. A discussion of the segmentation map encoding is beyond the scope of this paper; the reader is referred to recent literature (e.g., [25] ). We note, however, that state-of-the-art lossless methods allow transmission of typical segmentation maps (MPEG-4 test sequences) at about 0.01-0.03bpp [26] with lossy intra-frame methods reducing this rate even further.
V. REGION-BASED FRACTAL IMAGE CODING IN THE
TRANSFORM DOMAIN In DCT-based fractal coding (Section II), boundary range blocks contain pixels from two or more objects. Thus, similarly to the spatial-domain case, independent decoding of objects is not possible. Also, the coding quality may suffer since pixels on different sides of the boundary may have different characteristics; by applying the standard DCT to such a block, spectral properties of these pixels are mixed up making the search for a good range-domain correspondence unreliable. In particular, a sharp intensity transition may cause significant spectral oscillations.
A. Proposed approach
In order to alleviate the above deficiencies, we propose to apply shape-adaptive DCT (SA-DCT) [27] to each segment S of the boundary range and domain blocks. The basic concept of the SA-DCT is to perform vertical 1-D DCTs on the defined pixels first (Fig. IV-A) , and then to apply horizontal DCTs to the vertical DCT coefficients with the same vertical frequency index. Fig. V-A illustrates this idea. The final coefficients of the SA-DCT are located in the upper-left corner of each block. The number of the SA-DCT coefficients is identical to the number of defined pixels. Since the shape of each segment is transmitted, the decoder can perform the inverse SA-DCT. The most important benefit of SA-DCT is its capability to adapt to arbitrarily-shaped regions; the method simplifies to the standard DCT for rectangular segments. Due to its good performance, the SA-DCT algorithm has become a common tool for coding of arbitrarily-shaped image regions and, in particular, has been incorporated into MPEG-4. We use a variant of SA-DCT, called ∆DC-SA-DCT [28] . It improves the performance of the SA-DCT by means of two additional processing steps: extraction of the DC component from the segment S before performing forward SA-DCT and ∆DC correction carried out during the inverse SA-DCT.
Similarly to the spatial-domain coding (Section IV) we limit the search space of domain blocks to allow region-based functionality: either each interior range block is matched against interior domain blocks of the same object (standard fractal/DCT coding of Section II applies), or each boundary range block is matched against domain blocks from the boundary of the same object. We process each segment of the range block r i independently. First, we apply the SA-DCT to each segment S m ri of the block r i (Fig. V-A) and then we find parameters of the transformation w m i for each such segment. Recall that I ri and I dj are DCT-transformed blocks of intensities I ri and I dj . Let P m ri (Fig. V-A) be the segment S m ri after SA-DCT. Note that the shape of P m ri is different from that of S m ri due to the executed vertical and horizontal shifts, but that the number of defined pixels is unchanged. Also, let I m ri (u) be an SA-DCT coefficient in P m ri at frequency u. To find the best domain block d j for a given range block r i , we propose the following distortion measure in the transform domain:
where I n dj is an extrapolated n-th segment of the SA-DCTtransformed domain-block intensity:
Although various v values could be used, the to-be-padded coefficients are at higher frequencies and therefore a logical choice, that we adopt here, is to set v to zero (ZERO padding). Clearly, contributions to ε are only made at indices within range-block segment P m ri . If at frequency u, a coefficient in P m ri exists while it does not exist in the segment P n dj of the domain block under consideration, then a significant contribution to ε is made. Thus, good matches should be found between similarly-textured range and domain segments that have either similar shapes or little spectral content at range coefficients with no domain-segment correspondence, either an acceptable solution. In the case a domain-block segment P n dj fully encloses P m ri , it is likely to be accepted if same-index coefficients are similar in P n dj and P m ri . Unfortunately, if the segments' shapes or sizes are very different, the basis functions for P n dj and P m ri may differ substantially; despite similar coefficient values, the spatial-domain intensity patterns may be quite different in both cases thus degrading performance. This ambiguity, as we will see later, prevents the SA-DCT-based method from attaining significantly higher performance than that of the proposed spatial method (Section IV).
B. Choice of search space
As shown in Fig. V-A and isometry ζ p i are used for all the segments, but s i and m ri are computed independently for each segment in order to allow precise matching of textures. We have experimented with this approach and we have observed a performance degradation of less than 0.1dB while reaching 20-30% reduction of the CPU coding time. Some results using this approach have been presented by us earlier [29] . For the remainder of this paper, however, we will use the independent search for all segments of a range block.
C. Encoding of parameters
The parameters s i , m ri , b, and A of each segment are encoded exactly in the same fashion as in the spatial-domain approach (Section IV-D).
VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
We have compared the proposed region-based fractal coding methods with other algorithms on a set of still images extracted from MPEG-4 test sequences Cyclamen (SIF), News 1 (CIF), Foreman (CIF) and Children (CIF). The segmentation maps used are those provided within MPEG-4 except for Foreman which we segmented manually. Only the luminance component of each image was used. Note that out of the six compression methods compared only the methods proposed in this article permit region-based functionality: Identical coding parameters were used in the first four fractal coders in all experiments, including the same quantizer and Huffman coding of the transformation parameters. Based on our prior research [8] , we have applied several improvements to the first four fractal coders listed above. In order to improve the compression performance all non-boundary range and domain blocks (full blocks) are classified according to their intensity variance. This classification permits the parameters of range blocks from different classes to be processed differently. For range blocks with extremely small variance, only the mean value m ri is encoded, whereas the other transformation parameters are skipped, thus increasing the compression ratio with no quality penalty [30] . Range blocks with small variance are encoded by transmitting all parameters of transformation w i but the search is executed only among domain blocks with small variance. Similarly, for range blocks with large variance the search is performed only on domain blocks with large variance. Another improvement that we have applied is quadtree partitioning. We have applied quadtree partitioning to all range blocks in the standard fractal coding methods (Fractal/Spatial and Fractal/DCT), and only to the non-boundary (full) blocks in the shape-adaptive methods (SA-Fractal/Spatial and Fractal/SA-DCT). Starting with 8×8 range blocks we have divided them into four 4×4 blocks whenever intensity variance exceeded certain threshold [11] . The resulting range blocks were always matched against twice larger domain blocks. The block splitting based on intensity variance incurs a small performance penalty as compared with the splitting based on dissimilarity measure ε (3) [10] , but is much more efficient computationally.
The evolutionary coding [16] was performed using the coder freely available on the internet [31] . While the common set of parameters for all the images was: -e 4 -s 5 -o 7, the remaining parameters (-b -r) were: (3, 600) for Cyclamen, (4, 720) for Foreman, (4, 750) for News, and (3, 300) for Children. We used the JPEG coder as implemented in the xv program (version 3.10a). The experiments were executed on a 360MHz Sun Ultra-5 workstation.
A. Encoding of objects over uniform background
High-contrast objects are difficult to encode due to sharp intensity transitions at object boundaries. Since the available MPEG-4 test sequences have few high-contrast objects, we created them synthetically by replacing the background with uniform intensity. We considered two background intensities: mean intensity of the object and uniformly black color (dramatic object/background transition). In both experiments no quadtree partitioning was applied. Table VI-A shows the distortion (PSNR), bit rate and execution times for all four foreground objects with mean-intensity background. The PSNR is computed over complete images and reflects the performance of each algorithm also within the background close to object boundary.
It is clear from the table that the proposed shape-adaptive methods both in the spatial and transform domains perform similarly or better than their non-shape-adaptive counterparts (-0.10 to 1.58dB gain). In the case of zero-valued backgrounds (not shown in the table), the improvement was more dramatic (0.92 to 6.60dB gain). However, such case of extremely high contrast usually characterizes only small areas in an image and thus has small impact on the overall gain. Note also a significant reduction of the CPU time for some images (News and Foreman). This is not surprising since the search space is reduced to the int/int-bnd/bnd case, while the overhead due to the SA-DCT is minimal due to 1-D DFTs applied to relatively small blocks.
In comparison with the evolutionary algorithm, the proposed methods achieve lower PSNR for all images except Foreman for which they show up to 3.39dB gain. Comparing to JPEG the new methods have lower PSNR for Cyclamen and News (up to -1.52dB) but higher for Foreman and Children (up to 1.80dB). For zero-valued background the proposed methods performed, as expected, much better than the other 4 schemes. Also, note a significant reduction in coding time for our methods in comparison to the evolutionary algorithm.
In order to visually compare the performance of the proposed algorithms with their non-shape-adaptive counterparts, in Fig. VI-A we show the encoded image News. Note that all four algorithms do not use quadtree partitioning. Visually, the proposed algorithms outperform the standard non-shape-adaptive fractal methods, although this is not evidenced by PSNR values. The reason for this is that the concentrated improvement around the "MPEG-4 WORLD" graphics is compensated for by numerous smaller errors throughout the objects. The relatively high PSNR values, despite significant distortions present within the objects, are due to the uniform background that is encoded with very little distortion.
B. Encoding of complete images
To verify the performance of the proposed algorithms in a more realistic scenario, we performed a rate-distortion comparison on complete images, i.e., with textured background.
Considering, as before, the Fractal/Spatial algorithm as representative of non-shape-adaptive algorithms (Table VI-A) , first we have encoded all four test images as complete frames (no region-based functionality). Then, we have encoded the same images region-by-region using the SA-Fractal/Spatial algorithm. In both tests, the same quadtree partitioning as the one described in Section VI-A was used. The rate-distortion curves are shown in Fig. VI-B . Note that the new algorithm performs slightly better for Cyclamen and News for the whole range of bit rates, while it is slightly worse for Foreman and Children. Overall, based on PSNR values, it is fair to say that our new algorithms perform similarly to standard fractal coding algorithms. Note that the rate for shape information is not accounted for in Fig. VI-B . However, as we have mentioned before (Section IV-D), and as has been pointed out elsewhere in the literature [27] , the shape information rate has negligible impact on the performance since modern compression methods can encode object boundaries at the rate of about 0.01-0.03bpp [26] .
A visual confirmation of the above claims can be found in Figs. VII and VII where results for encoding News and Foreman at 0.72bpp are shown. We have selected coding parameters so as to assure better quality for the foreground than for the background. Note the much less distorted area around the "MPEG-4 WORLD" graphics in News for the region-based algorithm, which is reflected in an almost 3dB PSNR gain. The new algorithm is slightly outperformed in PSNR by the Fractal/Spatial algorithm for Foreman, but the visual differences are insignificant. Recall that the SA-Fractal/Spatial algorithm allows image decomposition at the decoder with no need for image analysis, as is demonstrated in Figs. VII(c-d) and VII (c-d) . Moreover, all this is done at a much lower computational complexity. While the Fractal/Spatial algorithm needed 790 and 757 seconds to encode News and Foreman, respectively, the SAFractal/Spatial algorithm needed only 322 and 328 seconds. At no, or very little, performance penalty the proposed algorithms add new functionality to the encoding of still images and do so at a lower computational cost.
VII. CONCLUSION
We have introduced fractal image coding with region-based functionality. While retaining square range and domain blocks we have modified the dissimilarity measure to account for pixels belonging to one region only. Accordingly, we have restricted the search for matching domain blocks to the region of interest. Consequently, the decoder can resolve a region without reference to the information about other regions of the image. This permits interesting operations at the decoder, such as object-based queries, selective object transmission or even object replacement. The proposed approach differs from other region-based fractal coding methods proposed recently [16] , [18] in that it does not perform image segmentation during encoding but accounts for a prior segmentation. Since an automatic computation of semantically-meaningful regions is extremely difficult, our approach, by exploiting a prior segmentation, can delegate the segmentation to sophisticated off-line algorithms. As was demonstrated, the proposed algorithms per- form similarly numerically but often better visually than standard fractal algorithms. Although we have compared our methods with only three fractal coding algorithms, our approach can be easily incorporated into other fractal coding schemes. For example, the proposed region-based functionality can be extended to quadtree [10] , horizontal-vertical [12] , evolutionary [15], [16] , [18] , triangular and quadrilateral [32] or the optimal hierarchical partitioning [33] schemes by constraining the dissimilarity measure and the domain-block search to a single region. The performance benefits of those schemes can be maintained while the functionality of the coder can be enhanced. 
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